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INTRODUCTION
The annual qualification review provides qualification–specific support and
guidance to centres. This information is designed to help teachers preparing to
teach the subject and to help candidates preparing to take the examination.
The reviews are published in September and take into account candidate
performance, demonstrated in both on demand and series examinations, over
the preceding 12 months. Global pass rates are published so you can measure
the performance of your centre against these.
The review identifies candidate strengths and weaknesses by syllabus topic area
and provides examples of good and poorer candidate responses. It should
therefore be read in conjunction with details of the structure and learning
objectives contained within the syllabus for this qualification found on the
website.
The review also identifies any actual or proposed changes to the syllabus or
question types together with their implications.

PASS RATE STATISTICS
The following statistics are based on the performance of candidates who sat this
qualification between 1 September 2013 and 31 August 2014.
Global pass rate 86.3%*
Grade distributions of candidates achieving pass or higher
Pass 24.5%
Merit 32.5%
Distinction 29.3%
* This figure excludes absences on the day of the exam
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GENERAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

General strengths of candidates include:
1. The formal layout of a memo
2. The formal layout of a letter
3. The formal layout of a report
4. The selection of information for all answers.
General weaknesses of candidates include:
1. lack of planning
2. Inappropriate retention of given phrases, grammatical structures, and
vocabulary
3. Inaccuracy of vocabulary, phrases and grammatical structures, including
those expected to be known at earlier levels of English for Business
examinations
4. lack of grammatical consistency, especially when using bulleted or
numbered points
5. Inadequate knowledge and understanding of the syllabus.
Comments on the general weaknesses
1. Many candidates seem not to plan what they are going to write, and so do
not adequately organise the answers into logically formed and sequenced
messages.
2. The syllabus clearly states that inapt copying of text from the questions
into the answers will be penalised, and the requirements for question 3
emphasise that question 3 is always a ‘reformulation exercise’. If
candidates copy extensively in their answers to question 3, they will not be
able to receive pass marks in that question. If such copying occurs in
answers to question 1 or question 2, it is possible for candidates to receive
a pass mark, but at a lower level than that achieved by candidates who do
not copy inordinately from the given text.
3. Many candidates appear to have been taught the ways to form each of the
communication methods expected at EfB2, but not to have learned the
vocabulary and grammar expectations. EfB2 tests a candidate’s ability to
communicate in English within business contexts. Courses and text books
that ignore the language requirements are not properly preparing
students.
4. The use of bulleted and numbered points is a great aid to many written
communication tasks, but the rules of how to use such graphic devices are
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often not known. Important rules include (a) the points must connect
grammatically with the introductory sentence or phrase, and (b) each
point should be in the same grammatical format as the other points in the
group. Look at the following examples, all of them taken from candidates’
answers in a previous examination:
EXAMPLE A
When writing a memo it is usually best to:


keep the message short



you should always write in correct English



being precise.

EXAMPLE B
When writing a memo, you should:


keep the message short



write in correct English



precise English.

EXAMPLE C
Always check what you have written. Good memos are:


precise



concise



written in correct English.

Brief discussion of the examples:
EXAMPLE A
Only the first bulleted point grammatically fits the introductory statement.
EXAMPLE B
The third bulleted point is grammatically different from the first two bulleted
points, and it does not fit the introductory statement.
EXAMPLE C
The bulleted points grammatically match each other and fit the introductory
statement.
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TEACHING POINTS BY SYLLABUS TOPIC

SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 1
LETTER
The letter, Question 2, is often the best answered question.
Specific recommendations are that candidates need to:
•

plan their answers

•

make certain that the content DIRECTLY ANSWERS the points raised in
the incoming letter

•

match the greeting and the close
Dear Sir/Madam/Sirs

plus

Dear Name

Yours faithfully
plus

Yours sincerely

SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 2
LEAFLET
Sometimes, candidates “scatter” words and phrases directly taken from the
question without any attempt to link the ideas or to form them into a coherent
message.
Such answers fail.
The teaching points for the candidates are:
•

“scattered” answers do not answer the question adequately

•

full sentences are not always needed in leaflets and notices but there
has to be a LOGICAL SEQUENCE to the message and the information of
the leaflet must be REWORDED and logically GROUPED

•

the purpose of the leaflet needs to be CLEAR.

SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 3
REPORT
This is a popular choice and appropriate layouts for reports are usually well
taught and learned.
The most frequent problem is failure to allocate the material adequately to the
chosen headings.
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From the beginning of English for Business Level 2, the Chief Examiner has
recommended the same format. Some teachers, quite correctly, say that other
formats are now more current, for example the memo-style report. For EFB2 any
format is acceptable. However, the “Terms of Reference” style continues to be
the format that is recommended. Once this format is learned, a report almost
writes itself.
•

A report must be STRUCTURED APPROPRIATELY.

•

Whichever format is used, candidates should be clear about the
information that should be ALLOCATED to the HEADINGS

•

The recommended style is:
TITLE (simply and briefly summing up of the subject of the report)
TERMS OF REFERENCE (stating the subject of report, who wants it,
and by when)
PROCEDURE (explaining how the data is collected)
FINDINGS (giving the ‘bare’ findings without comment on them)
CONCLUSIONS (offering an explanation of the findings)
RECOMMENDATIONS (stating what should be done)
SIGNATURE of the person making the report
DATE on which the report is written.

SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 4
ARTICLE
Some fairly basic problems appear, such as sentence formation and
paragraphing.
The teaching points are:
•

candidates are expected to be able to FORM SENTENCES adequately –
subject plus verb etc

•

paragraphing is also expected – EACH PARAGRAPH should usually have
a “theme” or “TOPIC”

•

often the question asks for 4 to 5 paragraphs equating with the
COMMON PATTERN of an introductory paragraph with 2 or 3 topic
paragraphs and a final “sum up” paragraph.
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SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 5
LIST or STRUCTURED NOTES
This type of task is asked for in Question 3 and it is always an exercise in
REFORMULATION and REWORDING.
The word ‘LIST’ is intended to be read very loosely, and includes ‘structured
notes’. Grouping of material, headings, sub-headings that are often associated
with structured notes etc. are welcome. Numbers, bullets etc. can be useful tools
in aiding clarity.
The teaching points are that candidates should:
•

make NOTES of the important statements from the passage. (Some
candidates may benefit from being reminded that a “list of main points”
from an article etc. infers that the list will be shorter than the original!)

•

ORGANISE the notes into a logical structure, possibly as sets of
grouped points

•

REWORD the selected points appropriately

•

CHECK the GRAMMATICAL CONSISTENCY of bulleted points etc.

SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 6
MEMO
The memo is by far the most chosen option in Question 1 and its techniques are
often well understood by candidates. (It should be borne in mind that the
syllabus does not guarantee that there will always be a memo question in every
question paper.)
The teaching points are:
•

a memo usually needs to be PARAGRAPHED

•

a memo’s message should be SUCCINCT - “to the point” and brief
without being terse

•

candidates should take care in identifying the sender, recipient and
subject

•

the message of a memo needs to have a beginning, a middle, an end
and to be structured logically.
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SYLLABUS TOPIC AREA 7
NOTICE
The comments and notes on how to approach a question asking for a notice to be
written are identical to those for a leaflet
Sometimes, candidates unsystematically “scatter” words directly taken from the
question without any attempt to link the ideas or to form them into a coherent
message. Such answers fail.
The teaching points for the candidates are:
•

“scattered” answers rarely answer the question adequately

•

full sentences are not always needed in leaflets and notices but there
has to be a LOGICAL SEQUENCE to the message and the information of
the notice will almost certainly need to be REWORDED and GROUPED

•

the purpose of the notice must be clear.
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Planning answers
The most frequent comment from examiners of EfB2 is that there is very little
evidence of candidates planning their answers. The time allocation is sufficient
for candidates to:
•

read all the questions thoroughly so that they can be understood

•

select the information necessary for the answer

•

organise the information sensibly

•

decide on an appropriate format and layout for the answer

•

choose suitable vocabulary and grammatical structures

•

write the answer

•

check the answer for errors and to correct them.

It is emphasised that several candidates who fail, do so not because of
inadequate English but because of inadequate planning.

Organising information
In addition to the general approach to planning an answer that is given above, it
is also helpful for candidates to remember that most types of business message
benefit from having:
•

a beginning in which some form of introduction is given, possibly outlining
the background or reason for the message

•

a logically ordered middle section that gives the details of the information
clearly and concisely

•

an ending that closes the message by summing up the message very
precisely or in some other way ‘rounds off’ the communication.

Changing the given vocabulary and grammatical structures
If candidates make definite, obvious attempts to use vocabulary and grammar
appropriately and sensibly, occasional repetitions of given words and structures
are expected and accepted.
What cannot be acceptable is an answer that is really a collection of phrases
and/or sentences taken directly from the question and repeated without any
additional thought, plan or form.
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EXAMPLES OF CANDIDATE RESPONSES
The examples are authentic candidate answers to Question 1(a) of the Series 3
2014 question paper. The names of the candidates have been deleted, or
changed, to protect their identities.
Here is the question:
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Discussion of the question
The task is to write a notice. Therefore the general advice given earlier in this
report needs to be borne in mind:
•

“Scattered” answers rarely answer the question adequately.

•

Full sentences are not always needed in leaflets and notices but there
has to be a LOGICAL SEQUENCE to the message and the information
of the notice will almost certainly need to be REWORDED and
GROUPED.

Such general instructions are sometimes countermanded, or emphasised, in the
question itself. For example in this question candidates are told:
1.

Write in full sentences.

2.

Consider the order of the information.

3.

Write in ‘good, clear, well-connected English’.

The purpose of the notice is for it to be placed in residents’ rooms and in all the
communal rooms in order to welcome the new residents.
There are many words and structures in the question that should rarely be
repeated directly in the answer. Some repetition is ‘expected and accepted’, but
answers that show little attempt to make the vocabulary and grammar the
candidate’s own will rarely pass. Minimally, there must be some effort at
‘accommodation’.
The question is part of an examination that tests candidates’ ability to write
English within a business situation. Therefore changing ‘given’ words and phrases
is part of the test of candidates’ vocabulary. Words and structures from the
question that should be considered as opportunities for candidates to show their
vocabulary knowledge include:
anxious scared
their care

friendly and caring environment

treated with respect and dignity
elements of life
compassionate and caring
on a permanent basis

choice in all aspects of

privacy and freedom of choice

play a crucial role

fully trained

vital
well-motivated

separate, large, individual

Turn over for 5 candidate answers.
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Answer A
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Discussion of Answer A
This is a weak answer, clearly warranting a fail grade.
It consists largely of phrases taken directly from the given article. The instruction
in the question: write in full sentences would allow the use of bulleted points, but
the first pair of bulleted points and their introduction do not form a sentence, and
the third set of bulleted points opens with a grammatically inaccurate
introduction: our rooms is …
The reader is presented with many words from the list of given vocabulary for
which candidates should try to provide alternatives: friendly and caring
environment … treated with respect and dignity … caring … well-motivated …
There is a little evidence that the candidate has tried to change some of the
given vocabulary, but has sometimes chosen alternatives that do not fit into the
situation: isolated for separate.
Retired is a collective noun used to refer to retired people as a distinct group: the
retired. As such it is a singular noun and cannot be pluralised.
The accuracy of spelling and grammar is also weak: helpfull … We assurance
space …wont to speak about your protect …
The content of the message has a major weakness in that the notice is intended
for new residents, who have come to Leith Haven to live, and yet the candidate’s
notice contains the statement:
Our retirement home will be open within the next two weeks.
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Answer B
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Discussion of Answer B
This answer represents a ‘merit’ pass, its major strength being that the message
does rather more than communicate at a ‘basic’ level (the level that would
warrant a pass); it is relatively fluent, appropriately organised, and well
presented.
Many people would prefer a more formal layout for this message, but the
candidate does not ‘overdo’ the graphic devices. Centralisation is used, which
here accentuates the fact that each grouping contains related ideas. Had the
candidate written the individual sentences without centralising them, the effect
would have been lessened. The underlining picks out two of the most attractive
features of the message to the new residents: welcome and individuality.
The major weakness is the third paragraph and it prevents the answer reaching
distinction:
We have place for 25 residents is rather awkwardly expressed. Places would
have been better, but would not have been a ‘homely’ choice of word. Room and
space would have been equally unsuitable. The emphasis should be on the fact
that Leith Haven is not a huge, impersonal building; it is purposely limited to a
size in which residents can ‘feel at home’ and not ‘swamped’ by other people.
Perhaps something like: We think of you as a ‘person’, not as a number; that is
why we have decided to build no more than 25 homes at Leith Haven. You are an
individual within the Leith Haven community.
The awkwardness is continued in the second sentence of the same paragraph:
Our rooms are great, separable, and with bathrooms. A more successful visit to
the dictionary, or a little more thought could have produced something like: All
our apartments have their own bathrooms and kitchens. It is your own home to
enjoy.
There are further, minor problems, but the answer is clearly above a ‘basic’ pass,
without reaching distinction.
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Answer C
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Discussion of Answer C
The first line of this answer, immediately after the title, gives a clue that the
candidate has a skill in the use of English. The apparently simple statement:
Thank you for choosing our hospitality. Conveys extremely important elements of
the message that the notice intends to impart: the new resident is welcomed,
thanked, valued and can expect to be looked after. The sentence is a ‘neat’,
effective opening statement.
Unfortunately, this dexterity is not always in evidence. Nevertheless, the merits
outweigh the demerits, and the answer reaches the pass grade.
The second paragraph is faulty and awkwardly expressed, for example: … trained
to encourage and make all the residents feel comfort.
The message then becomes clear but disjointed. Ideas are not linked and are
sometimes juxtaposed clumsily, as in the statements regarding physical
exercises and rest and relaxation. Some form of linking idea, perhaps a general
statement about physical well-being, would have caused the two ideas to be
considered together. How they are presented causes a starkness that makes the
two ideas possibly incompatible and the message weakly organised.
These considerations are the types that identify a pass from a merit, and
distinction from a merit.
Answer C communicates adequately and warrants its pass grade, fairly close to a
merit.
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Answer D
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Discussion of Answer D
Some people may be shocked to learn that this answer failed.
On first looking at the notice, a reader will see a neat, well-presented answer
that uses several graphic devices to good effect: centralisation, emboldening,
upper case letters for emphasis etc. The sub-headings are apt and the material
contained under the sub-headings is appropriate. The grammar and vocabulary
are good.
The linking methods are smooth, and the answer is written in accurately formed
sentences. The message is very clear, and there are apparently very few errors.
Even the reorganisation is good.
What has been said so far would more likely fit an introduction to a distinction,
rather than a fail.
So why does it fail?
If we look more closely at the answer, we will see that it breaks the major rule of
not copying directly from the question. Almost all of the words, structures and
phrases, which could have been changed to show the candidate’s expertise, are
repeated verbatim. The copying forms a very full list:

friendly and caring environment
care

choice in all aspects of their

treated with respect and dignity

privacy and freedom of choice

vital elements of life
role

fully trained
individual

compassionate and caring

well- motivated

on a permanent basis

play a crucial

separate, large,

English for Business is, as its name states, an examination that tests English
within business contexts. Answer D gives insufficient evidence of the candidate’s
vocabulary and ability to use grammar constructively. The examiner is not
presented with an example of the candidate’s level of English, but an example of
the question-setter’s level of English!
Answers that copy to this extent fail.
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Answer E
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Discussion of Answer E
Answer E is not perfect. The paragraphs do not stand out sufficiently as separate
from each other. This effect is exacerbated by the alterations that are written in
what should have been the white space between the paragraphs.
There is also an occasional misspelling, most obvious of which is the one usually
associated with a typo: Manger for Manager.
Other than the points already mentioned, Answer E stands as an example of a
distinction with very high marks.
The message is reorganised reworded and reconstructed. The sentence
formations are a well-designed blend of simple, compound and complex. The
tone is ‘just right’: welcoming, informative and calming.
Its distinction grade is clearly warranted.
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